McMaster Symposium on Education & Cognition
Discovering evidence based practices in education
July 26th & 27th, 2018 | McMaster University, MDCL

July 26, 2018 | Workshops

- Strategies for Effective Learning: The Learning Scientist workshop  Led by Megan Sumeracki & Yana Weinstein
- Ideas Congress (ICON): A transdisciplinary learning environment for experiential learning  Led by Shoshana Jacobs
- Writing Multiple Choice Questions to Create Effective Tests  Led by Amy Pachai
- Note taking: How research can better inform practice  Led by Irina Ghilic
- The Psychology of Focusing on What Really Matters: A Reset for Workplace Productivity  Led by Joe Kim
- Think Before You Speak: Using your Mental Strengths for Powerful Presentations  Led by Laura Cole

Public Lecture

Mike Atkinson  Western University
Welcome to My Classroom: Engaging Students in Large Lecture Classes

July 27, 2018 | Speakers

- Bruce Wainman  McMaster University
  X Reality and the Concorde Fallacy in Education
- Megan Sumeracki  Rhode Island College
  Applying the Science of Learning from the Laboratory to the Classroom
- Veronica Yan  University of Texas at Austin
  A Toolkit for Building Better Learners

Panel Discussion

Geoff Norman, Arshad Ahmad, Pakeezah Saadat & Andrew LoGiudice
Is there validity to surface and deep approaches to learning?

Visit our website to register and learn more:
http://www.edcogmcmaster.ca